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Abstract Influenced by the success of the M IZAR system many declarative proof
languages have been developed in the theorem prover community, as declarative
proofs are more readable, easier to modify and to maintain than their procedural
counterparts. However, despite their advantages, many users still prefer the procedural style of proof, because procedural proofs are faster to write. In this paper
we show how to define a declarative tactic language on top of a declarative proof
language. The language comes along with a rich facility to declaratively specify
conditions on proof states in the form of sequent patterns, as well as ellipses
(dot notation) to provide a limited form of iteration. As declarative tactics are
specified using the declarative proof language, they offer the same advantages
as declarative proof languages. At the same time, they also produce declarative
justifications in the form of a declarative proof script and can thus be seen as an
attempt to reduce the gap between procedural and declarative proofs.

1

Introduction

The development of interactive tactic based theorem provers started with the LCF system [19], a system to support automated reasoning in Dana Scotts “Logic for Computable Functions”. The main idea was to base the prover on a small trusted kernel,
while also allowing for ordinary user extensions without compromising soundness. For
that purpose Milner designed the functional programming language ML and embedded
LCF into ML. ML allowed to represent subgoaling strategies by functions, called tactics, and to combine them by higher order functions, called tacticals. By declaring an
abstract type theorem with only simple inference rules type checking guaranteed that
tactics decompose to primitive inference rules.
While allowing for efficient execution of recorded proofs by representing them as
a sequence of tactic applications, it has been recognized that these kind of proofs are
difficult to understand for a human. This is because the intermediate states of a proof
become only visible when considering the changes caused by the stepwise execution of
the tactics. Tactic proofs can be extremely fragile, or reliant on a lot of hidden, assumed
details, and are therefore difficult to maintain and modify (see for example [34] or [20]
for a general discussion). As the only information during the processing of a proof is
the current proof state and the next tactic to be executed, a procedural prover has to stop
checking at the first error it encounters.
?
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This has led to declarative proof languages, inspired by M IZAR [29], where proof
steps state what is proved at each step, as opposed to a list of interactions required to
derive it. It has been argued that structured proofs in a declarative proof language are
easier to read and to maintain. Moreover, as a declarative proof contains explicit statements for all reasoning steps it can recover from errors and continue checking proofs
after the first error. It has been noted in [32] that a proof language can be implemented
rather independently of the underlying logic and thus provides an additional abstraction layer. Due to its advantage many interactive theorem provers nowadays support
declarative proofs (see for example [28,32,3,11]).
Another motivation for a declarative proof language comes from a research community dealing with the integration of proof assistants into development environments
and supporting the so-called document centric approach [16,2]. The main idea is that
the document, containing a formal theory and the formal proofs, is the central medium
around which tools to assist the author are made available. As many tactics are developed while developing the formal theory, it is only consequent to integrate them into the
document. Currently, this is not the case, as tactics are usually written in the underlying
programming language of the prover.
Contributions. In this paper we present a declarative tactic language on top of a declarative proof language (which can be seen as an extension of [14]). To our best knowledge, such a language has not been presented before. Our language comes along with
a rich facility to declaratively specify proof states (and conditions on them) in the form
of sequent patterns, as well as ellipses (dot notation) to provide a limited form of iteration. The language is intended to provide a simple to use tactic language layer to
bridge the gap between the predefined proof operators and the programming language
of the proof assistant. This new layer of abstraction can be seen in analogy to what
has been done by introducing declarative proof languages. We believe that declarative
tactic languages offer similar advantages as declarative proof languages, namely robustness and readability, and that the trend towards declarative proof languages will carry
on with declarative tactic languages. Interestingly, the trace of a declarative tactic is a
declarative proof script and can thus be inserted into the document if desired. Moreover, because of its additional abstraction, it might provide possibilities to exchange
reasoning procedures between different proof assistants in the long-term view.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives a more detailed background
and motivates our language by means of a simple example. Section 3 presents the basic proof script language. Section 4 motivates and extends the language by an ellipsis
construct. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5 with a discussion of related work.

2

Background and Introductory Example

At present, two main formalization styles are supported by interactive theorem provers,
namely the procedural style and the declarative style.
In the procedural style, proofs consist of a sequence of tactic applications, as shown
on the left of Figure 1. Intuitively, the proof script corresponds to the edges of a derivation tree being labeled with the tactic names. Even though there are different implementations of the notion of a tactic, each of these tactics can be understood as a program

Declarative Tactics
theorem natcomp: "(a::nat) +
(b::nat) = (b::nat)+(a::nat)"
apply (induct a)
apply (subst add_0)
apply (subst add_0_right)
apply (rule refl)
apply (subst add_Suc_right)
apply (subst add_Suc)
apply (simp)
done
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theorem natcomplus: "(a::nat) + b = b+a"
proof (induct a)
show "0 + b = b + 0"
proof (-)
have "0+b=b" by (simp only: add_0)
also have "...=b+0" by (simp only:
add_0_right)
finally show ?thesis .
qed
next ...

Figure 1: Procedural and declarative proof script in I SABELLE/I SAR

taking a list of goals together with a justification function as input and returning a new
set of goals together with an updated justification function. The justification function is
an internal function in the underlying programming language, such as ML, and cannot
be presented to the user. By being a sequence of explicit program calls, a procedural
proof contains explicit statements of what to do. In particular, the reader does not see
the proof state unless he executes the tactic. Therefore, (procedural) proofs are considered not to be human readable and difficult to maintain. Procedural tactics are usually
written in the underlying programming language of the assistance system, such as ML,
conflicting with the document centric approach.
In the declarative style, proofs consist of structured blocks, where each block consist of a list of statements, connected by a fixed set of keywords. The statements specify
what is proved at each step. Intuitively, a declarative proof script thus corresponds to the
information contained in the nodes of a derivation tree. Most declarative languages require the user to give hints justifying the statement using previous statements. However,
in principle a declarative proof can simply be a sequence of intermediate assertions, acting as islands or step stones between the assumptions and the conclusion (by omitting
the constraints indicating how to find a justification of the proof step) leaving the task
of closing the gaps to automation tools. Such islands are sometimes also called proof
plans [13] or proof sketches [33]. Surprisingly, quite many systems – sometimes called
proof finders or proof planner – have been developed trying to automatically close such
gaps, such as M IZAR, N QTHM [8], the S PL system [34], the S AD system [30], the
NAPROCHE [24] system, the S CUNAK system [9], T UTCH [1], or W MEGA [15].
The main advantage of a declarative proof script is that intermediate assertions are
shown in the proof script. While this makes the proof easier to read, it makes it more difficult to write, as the proofs tend to be longer (see the example on the right of Figure 1).
As a consequence, in practice users often prefer the procedural style of proof.
2.1

From Declarative Proof Scripts to Declarative Tactics

Having the correspondence between procedural and declarative proofs in mind and recalling that in the simplest case a tactic is a sequence of inference applications, representing a partial proof, it appears suggestive to think about declarative tactics as analog
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theorem natcomplus: (a::nat) +
(b::nat) = b+a
proof
subgoals by (induct a)
subgoal 0 + b = b + 0
subgoal Suc a + b = b + Suc a
using IH:a+b=b+a
end
qed

theorem natcomplus: (a::nat) +
(b::nat) = b+a
proof
subgoals by (induct b)
subgoal a + 0 = 0 + a
subgoal a + Suc b = Suc b + a
using IH: a+b=b+a
end
qed

Figure 2: Declarative proof with gap resulting by induction over a, respectively b
to procedural tactics. In contrast to procedural proofs the justification should be declarative, but we additionally require it to be specified using a declarative language, namely
the proof language itself.
Consider for example the problem in Peano arithmetic of showing the commutativity of addition, that is, a + b = b + a. Of course, a proof can easily be generated in
the procedural style. However, because of its advantages what we are really interested
in is a declarative proof. Starting by induction over one variable, two possible proof
attempts in W MEGA-proof language [15] are shown in Figure 2. Note that as the proof
is still partial, it contains unjustified statements and can thus be seen as a proof sketch
or a proof plan. This is similar to the “gap” command introduced in [16].
To automate the generation of one of these scripts, three steps are necessary. First,
we need the control information over which variable the induction has to be performed.
This is for example possible by analyzing the universally quantified variables and
preferring those in recursion position. strategy natinduct
cases * ` j
Second, we need a schematic proof script
(a proof script with schematic variables),
with x in (analyzeinductvars ”j”)
as well as a mechanism to instantiate schematic
P=(abstract ”j” ”x”) ->
variables with actual terms, which is in our
proof
case the desired induction variable. Indeed,
subgoals by (induct x)
by comparing the scripts above, we obsubgoal P 0
serve that the two proof scripts can be made
subgoal P (suc x) using IH: P x
equal by replacing the induction variable
end
by a schematic variable. The choice point qed
over the induction variable can be expressed
Figure 3: Declarative induction tactic
as membership in a (sorted) list of admissible induction variables, which can be easily computed in the underlying programming language of the prover. Finally, to be able
to perform induction over the natural numbers on different problems, we replace the
instance of the problem by a schematic variable, and use matching against the proof
state to establish their relation.
Our realization is shown in Figure 3, where we use quotes to refer to expressions in
the tactic language within the underlying programming language. To illustrate the different levels of the tactic, we shade the background of expressions in the tactic language,
while expressions in the proof language are unshaded. Expressions in the underlying
programming language are written in sans serif font.

Declarative Tactics
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Even though the result of executing a declarative proof script on a proof state is
again a proof state – as in the case of procedural tactics –, it provides a simple mechanism to view the proofs at different levels of granularity, namely either as a single tactic
invocation in the style of ... by name, but also by showing the declarative proof script
obtained by replacing the schematic variables by the terms computed by the tactic. Note
that one reason why some users favor the procedural style of proofs over the declarative
style of proofs is that the procedural style is faster to type. This benefit remains when
invoking declarative tactics. However, we additionally obtain a declarative proof script.
In that sense, they can be seen as a means to close the gap between the procedural style
and declarative style of proofs.

3

Development of the Language

In the simplest form, a declarative tactic is a (partial) proof in the proof language. For
more complex situations, we have to answer the following questions: (i) When is the
tactic applicable? (ii) How do the intermediate proof states (islands) look and how can
they be generated? (iii) What is the justification for the statements?
To declaratively specify (i), defstrat
::= strategy name stratexp
we provide the cases construct stratexp
::= cases (matcher stratexp) +
and matching facilities to relate
| proof (with assignments)?
schematic variables with a given matcher
::= matchhead whereexp?
proof state and to restrict the ap(with assignments)
plicability of the tactic (see Fig- whereexp
::= where prog
ure 4 for the grammar rules and matchhead ::= sequent | var
Figure 3 for an example). The sequent
::= termpatterns (,*)? ` termpattern
matcher specifies a matching con- termpatterns ::= termpattern
dition on the proof state in the
| termpatterns , termpattern
form of a sequent. * is used to termpattern ::= form | [ term ] (ˆ termqualifier)?
indicate that the length of the an- termqualifier ::= + | | var
tecedent of the sequent can be assignments ::= lhs assignop prog
higher than the length of the ante- assignop
::= = | in
cedent of the matcher. [t] denotes lhs
::= form | ( form (, form)+ )
the condition that t occurs as a
Figure 4: Basic Tactic Language
subterm in a formula of the sequent. Subterm occurrences can further be restricted by the specification of polarities,
where we use + to indicate a positive subformula and - to indicate a negative subformula. By using a schematic variable instead of +,-, the polarity is accessible within
the tactic via that variable. Note that in general a matcher can match a given sequent in
different ways and thus introduces nondeterminism.
(ii) is expressed within the proof language, while we allow the statements to contain
schematic variables. Figure 5 shows the abstract syntax of our proof language, which is
standard except that metavariables1 are allowed in the statements. Metavariables can be
1

Metavariables are supported by the underlying W MEGA prover and are not to be confused with
the schematic variables
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proof
steps
ostep
cstep
by
from
sform

::= proof steps qed
::= (ostep;steps)|cstep
::= set|assume|fact|goal
::= trivial | goals|cases|e
::= by name? | proof
::= from (label (, label)⇤ )?
::= form | . binop form

assume ::= assume steps from thus form
fact
::= sform | by from
goals ::= subgoals (goal)+ by
cases ::= cases (form { proof })+ by from
goal ::= subgoal form (using form (and form)+ )? by
set
::= set var=form (, var=form)⇤
trivial ::= trivial by from

Figure 5: W MEGA proof script language
instantiated using the set construct. The subgoals construct performs an explicit backward step. Each new subgoal is stated by a subgoal, followed by a proof of that subgoal.
New assumptions for that subgoal are introduced within the using form. If only a single
subgoal is introduced, the keyword subgoals can be omitted and the subsequent proofs
refers to the justification of the reduction.
The value of schematic variables is computed during the expansion of tactic. The
grammar rules for tactics are depicted in Figure 4. Here, form and var are from the
underlying term language with possible labels on subterms, such as (L1 : A) ^ (L2 : B)
and schematic variables. We use ? to indicate failure. To allow for a limited form of
non-determinism we provide the assignment operator in, which chooses from a list of
possibilities. As we cannot expect to provide a fixed language to express metalevel
conditions and to perform metalevel analysis (in our case the extraction and sorting of
the admissible induction variables), a reasonable strategy is to link-in the underlying
programming language of the prover here, indicated in the grammar by prog.
For (iii), the justification is either underspecified (no by and no from), partially
specified (by and/or from), or fully specified (subproof given).
These extensions already allow us the specification of the induction tactic in a
declarative form (see Figure 3). Note that schematic variables can be used as placeholders for arbitrary terms, in particular terms generated by an oracle without justification.
This provides a convenient means to integrate results from external systems, such as
computer algebra systems (CAS) (see [10] for an overview for combining CAS systems and theorem provers). In such a case, we can either leave the justification of the
oracle step underspecified (gap), or indicate a tactic to be used to justify it.
An example of such a tactic is given in Figure 6. The tactic is applicable if the goal
has the form abs(GOALLHS)<GOALRHS and calls a CAS to factor GOALLHS. To that end,
the schematic variable Y is bound to the result of the factorization provided by M AX IMA , where the translation of the term GOALLHS into the syntax of M AXIMA and the
translation back is internalized in maxima-factor. If this succeeds, the script specified
in the proof . . . qed block is instantiated and inserted. Being executed, it reduces the
goal abs(GOALLHS)<GOALRHS to the goal abs(Y)<GOALRHS. This reduction is justified by (1) showing the equality between Y (the factorization provided by the CAS) and
GOALLHS, and then applying the fact that abs is a function. Note that the same tactic is
also expressible in a forward style by relying on assume and that all labels in the proof
script are generated at runtime and are renamed if already present in the context.

Declarative Tactics
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strategy maximafactorabs
cases
* |- ((abs(GOALLHS)) < GOALRHS) ->
proof
subgoal abs(Y) < GOALRHS by
proof
L2:(Y = GOALLHS) by abeliandecide
L3: abs(Y) = abs(GOALLHS) by (f=abs in arg cong) from L2
trivial from L3
qed
qed
with Y = (maxima-factor "GOALLHS")

Figure 6: Call of a CAS to factor a subterm of the goal formula
Semantics. Figure 7 shows the semantics of our language constructs by showing how
to expand a declarative tactic to a declarative proof script. The expansion mechanism
works on configurations hPS;G ; expi, where PS denotes the current proof state, and G
a context, which is initially empty and keeps track of bindings for schematic variables.
exp denotes the expression to be expanded. Configurations evaluate either to a proof
script, denoted by the relation ,!, or to an environment, denoted by the relation !. We
use the notation G [a = b to denote the update of G with the binding a = b, and the symbol ? to denote failure. To keep the rules simple, some rules are non-deterministic. In
the actual implementation, of course, all results are lazily produced and stored for backtracking. instance(G , S) denotes the instantiation of the schematic proof S by replacing
the schematic variables with their values in G . It is only applicable if all schematic variables are bound. We use eval to evaluate a LISP expression prog; the sequent matching
is abstracted in the function match (which is also non-deterministic).
To enhance readability, we have grouped corresponding rules together. The first
group describes the expansion of the cases construct, which returns the result of the
first case that succeeds. An individual case is either a proof script (second group), or
of the form matchhead (where exp)? (third group). The value of schematic variables
is computed within the with construct (see the last group) which uses eval to evaluate
expressions of the underlying programming language. Sequent matching works by first
invoking the matcher on the current proof state and then evaluating additional condition.

4

Extension of the Basic Language

So far, our declarative tactic language is less expressive than its procedural counterpart. As a matter of fact, there exist powerful procedural tactics using for example the
constructs of loops, such as simplification, which are per se difficult to express declaratively, as we cannot expect to determine their result unless we execute it. While this
is unproblematic when using them to close gaps between intermediate statements, their
treatment as black boxes makes it difficult to express how to process their results further
in the form of a continuation, because the structure of the formula is lost. For example,
all we know about the result term of factorization in Figure 6 is that it is of the form Y.
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hPS;G ; c1 i ,! ?

hPS;G ; cases c2 . . . cn i ,! S

hPS;G ; cases ei ,! ?

hPS;G ; cases c1 . . . cn i ,! S

hPS;G ; c1 i ,! S

hPS;G ; cases c1 . . . cn i ,! S

S 6= ?

hPS;G ; assi ! G 0

hPS;G ; assi ! ?

hPS;G 0 ; proofi ,! S

hPS;G ; proof with assi ,! S

hPS;G ; proof with assi ,! ?

S 6= ?

hPS;G ; proofi ,! instance(G , proof)
hPS;G ; matcheri ! G 0

hPS;G ; matcheri ! ?

hPS;G ; matcher stratexpi ! ?

hPS;G 0 ; stratexpi ,! S

hPS;G ; matcher stratexpi ,! S

hPS;G ; matchheadi ! ?

hPS;G ; matchhead where expi ! ?

hPS;G ; matchheadi ! match(matchhead, PS)
hPS;G ; matchheadi ! G 0

hPS;G 0 ; where expi ! ?

hPS;G ; matchheadi ! G 0

hPS;G ; where expi ! G 00

hPS;G ; matchhead where expi ! ?

hPS;G ; matchhead where expi ! G 00

hPS;G ; assi ! G 0

hPS;G 0 ; eval(c)i ! >

hPS;G ; assi ! G 0

hPS;G 0 ; eval(c)i ! ?

hPS;G ; where c with assi ! G

0

hPS;G ; where c with assi ! ?

hPS;G ; where c with assi ! ?
hPS;G ; eval(prog)i ! c

hPS;G ; assi ! ?

hPS;G ; ci ! >

hPS;G ; where ci ! G

hPS;G [ lhs = c; ass0 i ! G 00

hPS;G ; lhs = prog ass0 i ! G 00

hPS;G ; eval(prog)i ! [c1 , . . . , cn ]

hPS;G [ lhs = ci ; assi0 ! G 00

hPS;G ; lhs in prog ass0 i ! G 00

hPS;G ; eval(prog)i ! ?

hPS;G ; lhs assignop prog ass0 i ! ?

n

c 6= ?
1^1  i  n

hPS;G ; eval(prog)i ! c hPS;G [ lhs = c; ass0 i ! ?
hPS;G ; lhs = prog ass0 i ! ?

Figure 7: Expansion Rules for a Declarative Tactic

c 6= ?

Declarative Tactics
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To illustrate a possible continuation of maximafactorabs, let us consider the socalled limit domain which contains statements about the limit and continuity of functions. It was proposed by Bledsoe [6] as challenge problems for automated theorem
provers. The proofs typically involve e-d arguments and are interesting because both
logic and computation have to be combined to find a solution to the problem given
at hand, while still being simple enough to allow for an automatic solution based on
heuristics. Several people from the AI community have tackled this domain (see for
example [26,4]) One heuristic of the limit domain to bound factors is to reduce the
problem that the product b g is arbitrarily small to the problem that of showing that b
is arbitrarily small and g can be bounded. This heuristic is called factor bounding and
described (in [4], p. 77f) as follows :
“The following rule is stated for simplicity using only two factors, but the rule
is implemented for a product of any number of factors.
G , |a| < d

G , |a| < d | ` |b | < e/(M + 1)
G , |a| < d ` |b g| < e

When this rule is implemented, we take M to be a fresh metavariable, and forbid
to M all the variables that are forbidden to d . In the present implementation,
the rule is used only when d is a metavariable.”
While our language can already deal with the factorization, we cannot yet declaratively
express the factor bounding for an arbitrary number of factors within a single tactic and
use it as continuation. Moreover, what we really want is to express the factor bounding
as the continuation after successful factorization.
Reconsidering the problem we observe that the difficulty is due to the missing information we have about the factorization, namely the number of factors which is dynamic.
Interestingly, even though the structure is dynamic, syntactic patterns are commonly
used in mathematical practice to capture such a structure, by making use of ellipses
(dot notation). In our example, a dynamic number of factors can be expressed by the
pattern X1 ⇤ . . . ⇤ Xn . Internally, patterns are implemented by subsequently invoking the
matcher for pattern X until it fails, taking the associativity of the binary operator into
account, resulting in a list of matches which are stored in an internal variable X.
Coming back to our example,
binoppat ::= pattern binop .. binop pattern
we notice that all factors but one
listaccess ::= (listterm | var) (var | number)
factor shall be bounded. Therefore,
listterm
::= listdel .. listdel
we need also constructs to dynamlistdel
::= var | number | pattern
ically construct statements in the
pattern
::= binoppat | listaccess | from
proof script language. To that end,
foreachexp ::= foreach var in listterm
we introduce a foreach construct.
(where cond)?
The grammar for the extended lanforeachstep ::= foreachexp steps end
guage constructs is shown in Figforeachass ::= foreachexp var var=prog
ure 8. Binary patterns (binop) can
be used in places where previously
Figure 8: Dynamic matching constructs
only form was allowed. Step is extended by foreachstep construct. Moreover, assrhs is extended by the foreach assign-
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strategy factorbound
cases
abs(LHS)<RHS,* |- abs(GOALLHS) < GOALRHS
where (and (variable-eigenvar.is "GOALRHS")
(metavar-is "RHS")
(some #’(lambda (x) (term= "LHS" "x")) "Y 1 .. Y N"))
with Y 1 * .. * Y N = (maxima-factor "GOALLHS")
j = (termposition "LHS" "Y 1 .. Y N")
->
proof
L1: GOALLHS= Y 1 * .. * Y N by abeliandecide
foreach i in 1..N where (not (= "j" "i"))
Y j <= MV j by linearbound
end
L2: abs(GOALLHS)=abs( Y 1 * .. * Y N ) from L1
.<= abs(Y 1) * .. * abs(Y N)
.< MV 1 * .. * MV N
.<= GOALRHS
qed
with foreach i in 1..N
M i = (if (= "i" "j") "RHS" (make-metavar (term-type "RHS")))

Figure 9: Dynamic pattern matching and proof script generation
ment (foreachass). These extensions will allow us to specify a variant of the factorbound
method in a convenient way (see Figure 9 on page 10).
Ellipses. So far our constructs for matching and constructing terms are static in the
sense that their actual form was already determined at compile time. For example, a
pattern of the form lhs = rhs checks whether the input formula is an equality and binds
its first argument to lhs and its right argument to rhs. Dynamic Patterns on the contrary
are patterns that capture dynamic structures, such as all elements of a finite list. We
support a simple dynamic pattern, an ellipsis for binary operators, written A op . . . op A0 ,
which acts like a Kleene star, as well as a list pattern which is similar except that op
is omitted. Internally, such dynamic patterns are represented as lists, whose length is
stored in an additional variable. To individually access the lists, we provide an accessor
function . That is, A n denotes the n-th element in the list A. If n is a variable, then n is
called access variable. In the current implementation, patterns are restricted to simple
patterns, which are patterns that unify under a substitution s whose domain consists
only of access variables. Patterns can be used both in conditions, as left hand side of
assignments, as well as in proof script terms. Some examples are shown in Figure 10.
The foreach construct provides a simple form of iteration over a list of values obtained
from a dynamic pattern. It can be used to construct statements in the proof script language as well as to construct a list of schematic variables. Its expansion rules are shown
in Figure 11, grouped into the expansion rules to expand foreach within a proof script,

Declarative Tactics
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Expression
Meaning
A 1 + .. + A N
finite sum with N summands
abs(A 1) * .. * abs(A N)
product with N factors of the form abs( )
(X 1 + Y 1) * .. * (X N + Y N) product of terms of binary sums
1 .. 5
list [1,2,3,4,5]
abs(A 1) .. abs(A N)
list with N terms of the form abs( )

Figure 10: Patterns using ellipses
and the expansion rules to expand foreach in assignments. Note that in case of assignments a list containing all produced values is constructed, which has always the length
of list over which it is iterated. In the case that the condition evaluates to ? a term false
is inserted at the corresponding position.
2

Illustration of the Tactic As an example, we consider the problem of proving limx!3 xx 25 =
4. After expanding the definition of lim, the proof state consists of the two goals e >
2
0, |x 3| <?d ` | xx 25 4| < e and e > 0 `?d > 0. The declarative proof script is shown
at the top of Figure 12, where the declarative tactic factorbound (see Figure 9) is not
yet processed.
Processing the factorbound-statement expands it and results in the following steps:
1. The pattern of the cases condition is matched, yielding the following binding:
2
{LHS 7! x 3, RHS 7!?d , GOALLHS 7! xx 25 4, GOALRHS 7! e}
2. To be able to evaluate the where condition, the first with part is evaluated. This
results in the following factorization: Y1 ⇤ . . . ⇤ Yn = (x 3) ⇤ ( x 1 2 )(x 1). Internally, a list Y = [(x 3), ( x 1 2 ), (x 1)] is generated, n is bound to 3. In the next
assignment, and j is bound to 1 by looking up x 3 in the list of factors.
3. The conditions of the where part evaluates to true
4. The with part of the proof is evaluated, generating a list M = [?d , ?MV 1, ?MV 2] of
length 3.
5. The proof part is expanded and inserted, resulting in the proof script shown at the
bottom in Figure 12.
Declarative Tactics and Parameters. For procedural tactics it is often convenient to
pass control information in the form of arguments when calling the tactic. For example,
in the introductory example we invoked the tactic induct with the argument ”x” indicating the induction position. A similar mechanism is desirable in the case of declarative
tactics. In our language, arguments are treated as schematic variables. If a schematic
variable occurs in the proof script, but is neither used in the cases construct nor bound
within the with environment, it corresponds to a required argument. Schematic variables that are computed within the tactic can be passed as optional arguments. In such a
case, the passed argument overwrites the computed argument. We provide the common
syntax var=value in tactic.

5

Conclusion and Related Work

In this paper we presented the construction a declarative tactic language on top of a
declarative proof language. Our language comes along with a rich facility to declara-
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hPS;G ; listtermi ! [e1 , . . . , en ]

hPS;G ; iterate var in [e1 , . . . , en ] (where c)? exp2 i ,! S

hPS;G ; foreach var in listterm (where c)? exp2 endi ,! S
hPS;G ; iterate var in [](where c)? exp2 endi ,! e

hPS;G [ var = e1 ; exp2 i ,! S1

hPS;G ; iterate var in [e2 , . . . , en ] exp2 i ,! S2

hPS;G ; iterate var in [e1 , . . . , en ] exp2 i ,! S1 S2

hPS;G [ var = e1 ; exp2 i ,! S1
hPS;G [ var = e1 ; ci ! >

hPS;G ; iterate var in [e2 , . . . , en ] where c exp2 i ,! S2

hPS;G ; iterate var in [e1 , . . . , en ] where c exp2 i ,! S1 S2

hPS;G [ var = e1 ; ci ! ?

hPS;G ; iterate var in [e2 , . . . , en ] where c exp2 i ,! S2

hPS;G ; iterate var in [e1 , . . . , en ] where c exp2 i ,! S2

hPS;G ; listtermi ! [e1 , . . . , en ]

hPS;G ; iterate ass in [e1 , . . . , en ] (where c)? progi ! G 0

hPS;G ; foreach var in listterm (where c)? name var = progi ! G 0
|
{z
}
hPS;G [ var = e1 ; assi ! G 0
=:ass
hPS;G 0 \(var = e1 ); iterate var in [e2 , . . . , en ] where c assi ! G 00
hPS;G [ var = e1 ; ci ! >
hPS;G ; iterate var in [e1 , . . . , en ] where c assi ! G 00

hPS;G [ var = e1 ; ci ! ?

hPS;G ; iterate var in [e2 , . . . , en ] where c assi ! G 0

hPS;G ; iterate var in [e1 , . . . , en ] where c assi ! G 0

Figure 11: Expansion of the foreach construct
tively specify proof states (and conditions on them) in the form of sequent patterns, as
well as ellipses (dot notation) to provide a limited form of iteration. We believe that
declarative tactic languages offer similar advantages than declarative proof languages,
namely robustness, readability, and maintainability, because intermediate results of the
tactic are visible due to the use of the declarative proof language for their specification.
In addition to that, the main feature of declarative tactics is that they produce declarative proof scripts. They are thus a step to narrow the gap between the declarative and
the procedural style, which is still frequently used in practice.
We have implemented 15 declarative tactics, all of which come in a variant that produces a forward style proof as well as in a variant that produces a backward style proof.
So far the experiments confirm our impression that declarative tactics are well suited
to automate (sub)proofs having a common structure, as is the case for induction proofs
or the integration of external systems such as computer algebra systems. Moreover, operations that depend on the syntactic structure of the formula can easily be expressed,
for example, to provide structure for common forms of forward reasoning. In these situations, the declarative tactics were easy to write. However, for situations in which the
subsequent proof steps are not known in advance, such as simplification, declarative
tactics are not adequate.
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2

theorem th1: limx!3 xx 25 = 4
proof
subgoals
2
subgoal | xx 25 4| < e using A1:e > 0 and A2:|x
subgoal ?d > 0 using e > 0
end by limdefbw
qed

3| <?d by factorbound

2

theorem th1: limx!3 xx 25 = 4
proof
subgoals
2
subgoal | xx 25 4| < e using A1:e > 0 and A2:|x 3| <?d
proof
2
L1: xx 25 4 = (x 3) ⇤ ( x 1 2 ) ⇤ (x 1) by abeliandecide
|x 1| ?MV 1 by linearbound
| x 1 2 | ?MV 2 by linearbound
2

L2: | xx 25 4|  |(x 3) ⇤ ( x 1 2 ) ⇤ (x
.  |x 3| ⇤ | x 1 2 | ⇤ |x 1|
. <?d ⇤?MV 1⇤?MV 2
.e
qed
subgoal ?d > 0 using e > 0
end by limdefbw
qed

1)| from L1

Figure 12: Declarative proof script of the example before and after processing the call
of the declarative tactic factorbound
As already mentioned in the introduction, declarative proof languages and the verification of proof sketches has been studied by several people. There exists also several
approaches to present a machine-found proof in a user friendly way [21,18]. In [27]
a language is presented to automatically generate declarative proofs from proof terms.
While this allows the presentation of proofs which have been found automatically, it
does not deal with the specification of tactics in a declarative way.
Closely related to our work is I SAPLANNER [17]. I SAPLANNER generates proof
plans and uses I SAR to represent them, that is, it also generates declarative proofs. It
provides a “gap” command to represent open subgoals together with the annotation of
a technique how to close such a gap. Compared to our approach, the main difference is
that reasoning techniques are written as ML functions, whereas we use the underlying
declarative proof language to specify the tactic. Moreover, our proof language differs
from I SAR by allowing metavariables, which are not supported by I SAR, despite being
supported by I SABELLE.
In the previous version of W MEGA, so-called proof methods were declaratively represented by proof schemas. Proof schemas were partial proofs in natural deduction
(see [22]). In contrast to our approach, methods were implemented directly in the underlying programming language, no declarative proof language was used. Moreover,
there was no possibility to pass control information in the form of a continuation.
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Regarding intermediate tactic languages, our approach is similar to C OQ’s
LTAC [12], which is an intermediate language intended to deal with small parts of
proofs the user may like to automate locally. In contrast to our language, LTAC remains
in the procedural style of the underlying tactic language instead of being declarative like
our approach based on the declarative proof scripts. LTAC introduces conveniences of
higher-level programming languages to the tactic script language which are independent
form the underlying programming language and is similar in spirit to our aims. More
specifically, LTAC provides pattern matching against the current goal, and our syntax
for sequent patterns |- is inspired from it. LTAC also supports to match subterms and
our syntax [t] is also the same here, except that we also allow to impose the polarity of
the subformula supposed to match by [t]+ or [t]-. A real extension of our language
are the means to bind results of arbitrary computations to local script variables as well
as the pattern syntax with ellipsis, which probably could be included in LTAC.
The matching part in case constructs of our tactic language is related to the extended meta-functions in ACL2 [23] which allow to access the current goal clause. The
ACL2 meta-functions need to be proved correct in order to be usable by the ACL2 reasoner. From the LCF point of view, this is a way to include derived reasoning steps in
the kernel proof rules, thus extending the kernel rules. In contrast to this our approach
remains entirely in the LCF tradition since the declarative strategies generate proof
scripts, which still need to be evaluated by the underlying (LCF-based) proof script
interpreter. The possibility to perform arbitrary computations and bind the results to a
term pattern, like the call to maxima-factor in the strategy factorbound is close to
ACL2’s bind-free, which takes an arbitrary binding list and adds it to the local context. This is also possible with our pattern approach by writing X 1 .. X N, which has
the advantage that the names of the local variables can be specified by the writer of the
strategy. It would be possible to accommodate the bind-free-style in the pattern syntax, but so far we have not encountered situations where this was required. Moreover,
the examples presented in [23] also bind only one variable.
In the context of rewriting several strategy languages exist. The general idea is to
provide a language to specify a class of derivations the user is interested in by controlling the rule applications. Depending on the language, the language constructs are
either defined by a combination of low-level primitives or build-in primitives. On a
second layer, the languages provide constructs to express choice and sequencing, and
recursion. Prominent examples are E LAN [7], M AUDE [25], and Stratego [31]. However, while being separate, these languages are not declarative in the sense that they are
specified using a declarative language and produce declarative proofs.
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